This paper uses detailed weekly data on sales of hardcover fiction books to evaluate the impact of the New York Times bestseller list on sales. In order to circumvent the obvious problem of simultaneity of sales and bestseller status, the analysis exploits time lags and accidental omissions in the construction of the list. The estimates suggest that appearing on the bestseller list results in a modest, transitory increase in sales (on the order of 7 percent). The paper discusses how, in principle, the additional concentration of demand on top-selling books could lead to a reduction in the privately optimal number of books to publish. However, the empirical results are inconclusive with respect to the bestseller list's likely impact on product variety.
Introduction
The perceived importance of bestseller lists is a prominent feature of multimedia industries. Weekly sales rankings for books of various genres are published in at least 40 different newspapers across the U.S., and "making the list" seems to be a benchmark of success for authors. In the movie industry, box office rankings are watched closely by movie studios and widely reported in television and print media. Sales of music CDs are tracked and ranked by Billboard Magazine, whose weekly charts are prominently displayed in most retail music stores.
Ostensibly, the purpose of bestseller lists is to simply report consumers' purchases. However, there are a number of reasons why the conspicuous publication of bestseller lists may directly influence consumer behavior (in addition to merely reflecting it). Bestseller status may serve as a signal of quality: for example, bookstore patrons who are unfamiliar with a particular author may nevertheless buy her current bestseller, thinking that its popularity reflects other buyers' (favorable) information about the book's quality.
1 Publicized sales rankings would also directly affect consumer behavior in the presence of social effects, in which case the bestseller lists would serve as a form of coordinating mechanism. 2 For example, teenagers who want to listen to music that is "hot" can look to the Billboard charts to find out what is popular, and people may favor movies that top the box-office charts because they want to be conversant in popular culture. In the specific case of books, bestseller status also triggers additional promotional activity by retailers.
For the same reasons that bestseller lists may directly affect consumers' purchase decisions, they may also cause sales to be more highly concentrated on the few bestselling products. This, in turn, could influence product variety: if the additional sales accruing to bestsellers as a direct consequence of the publication of the list come at the expense of non-bestselling products, the optimal number of products to offer may decrease (relative to what would have been optimal in the absence of a bestseller list). For example, if publicized box office rankings cause ticket sales to be more concentrated on blockbusters, they may also make it unprofitable to incur the fixed costs of producing a film whose popularity is expected to be only marginal. Although this paper is the first (to my knowledge) to directly examine the impact of bestseller lists, the ideas and results are related more generally to existing research on the influence of product information on consumer behavior. For example, Reinstein and Snyder (2000) analyze the impact of critics' reviews on movies' box office sales and find that positive reviews have a substantial impact on demand. Their analysis exploits quirks in the timing of the reviews to circumvent the endogeneity of a film's quality with the critics' decision to review it-a strategy that is similar in spirit to this paper's use of time lags in bestseller lists and occasional mistakes in their construction.
The question of product variety has also been addressed previously in a number of different contexts. Early theoretical work emphasized the tradeoff between quantity and diversity in the presence of scale economies (Dixit and Stiglitz 1977) and the effects of market structure on product variety (Lancaster 1975 ). Empirical studies of product variety have been undertaken for the radio broadcasting industry (Berry and Waldfogel 2001) , the music industry (Alexander 1997) , and for retail eyeglass sales (Watson 2003) , to name a few examples.
A Simple Theoretical Framework
Consider a highly simplified model in which a single publisher chooses how many manuscripts to publish. 4 There are Ã manuscripts under consideration. Printing and marketing a manuscript requires a fixed cost, , in addition to the (constant) marginal printing cost . Prior to publication, the manuscripts can be ranked in order of expected popularity, with Ö being the index of the Ö Ø -best book among the Ã alternatives. The market price of a published book, Ô, is taken as given, and the post-publication price does not adjust to reflect a book's relative popularity. 
Only books with positive expected profits will be published, so the number of books will be the maximum Ã £ such that
, as illustrated in figure 1. Now consider the potential impact of publishing a bestseller list, so that consumers observe the sales ranks of the top Ä books. Suppose that the aggregate consumer response to a bestseller list leads to an increased concentration of sales on bestsellers: letting ´Ö Ä Ãµ denote the expected market share of the Ö Ø -ranked book among Ã alternatives when a bestseller list of length Ä is published, and ´Ö Ã µ denote the market share when no list is published, we assume that ´Ö Ä Ãµ ´ µ ´Ö Ã µ if Ö ´ µ Ä. If bestseller lists have any direct impact on consumer behavior, the effect would almost certainly have this feature. The most obvious mechanism for this effect is informational: if consumers are uncertain about books' qualities, and they believe that at least some past purchasers had meaningful information about the books they purchased, then bestseller status would be a signal of quality. Alternatively, social effects may lead to higher demand for bestsellers: consumers may want to read what everyone else is reading in the interest of "keeping up" with what is popular-e.g., they don't want to be left out of the conversation when they go to the cocktail party. In the market for hardcover fiction books, an additional mechanism pushes sales toward bestsellers: retailers routinely discount bestsellers and position them prominently in their stores.
If the overall level of demand ´Ãµ is independent of any bestseller-list effects, then the list unambiguously reduces the number of books that can be profitably published. This is illustrated in figure 1 : the increased sales for the top Ä books come at the expense of the non-listed books, 5 This assumption would be absurd in most contexts, but in this case it is at least descriptive of a curious practice in multimedia markets. Prices of books, movies, and CD's almost never reflect the popularity of the individual products. Typically, "price points" for books and CDs are determined before they are marketed, and subsequent adjustments are extremely infrequent. Movie ticket prices are even more rigid: on the Friday night that I'm writing this, it would cost me the same amount to see "Chicago" (which won the Oscar for best picture of 2002 and is a box-office success) as "Boat Trip" (which flopped at the box office and has been universally ridiculed by critics).
shifting the publish/no-publish margin to the left (from Ã £ to Ã £ £). More realistically, however, the publication of a bestseller list could increase overall demand in addition to changing the allocation of demand across titles-i.e., the additional promotion and information about bestsellers could attract consumers that otherwise would not have purchased any book at all. In this case, the impact of bestseller lists on the publish/no-publish margin is ambiguous. (Figure 2 
Background and Data

The Book Industry
In the U.S., the vast majority of books are produced by a small number of large publishing houses like Random House and Harper Collins. 7 The odds against a manuscript being accepted by one of these publishing houses are long, especially in the case of fiction. Thirty percent or fewer of available manuscripts in any given year are in print, and although ninety percent of published books are nonfiction, seventy percent of the manuscripts submitted to traditional publishers are fiction 6 Note that the illustration in figure 1 makes it appear that sales of the Ã Ø -ranked book and the Ä · ½ ×Ø -ranked book are equally affected, which need not be the case. For instance, it's quite plausible that the impact is a declining function of a book's rank. Moreover, only the effect on the marginal book is relevant for determining the number of books that get published. 7 For the first quarter of 2003, the top six publishing conglomerates accounted for over 80 percent of unit sales in adult fiction. (Suzanne 1996) . Most successful manuscripts are brokered to publishers by literary agents. These agents are typically reluctant to take on first-time authors, and their fees tend to be steep (around 15 percent of authors' royalties). However, using an agent greatly increases the author's chances of success: unsolicited manuscripts (manuscripts received "over the transom") are estimated to have fifteen thousand to one odds against acceptance (Greco 1997) . Manuscripts are sometimes sold to publishers by auction, but this method is the exception rather than the rule and is used primarily by established, "brand-name" authors.
The decision to extend a contract to an author is only made after review of the manuscript's quality and salability by several stages of editors. If a manuscript survives the review process, the publisher offers a contract to the author granting royalty payments in exchange for exclusive marketing rights as long as the publisher keeps the book in print. Royalties average seven percent of the wholesale price on hardcover books by new authors, and may increase once the book achieves a certain level of sales (Suzanne 1996) . A large portion of expected royalties are given to the author upon the delivery of a completed manuscript in the form of an advance; many authors never receive additional payments because advances often exceed royalties earned from actual sales. Publishers retain a large share of royalties in escrow accounts to compensate for returned books; booksellers may return unsold books to the publishers for full price, and therefore return rates exceeding fifty percent are common (Greco 1997) .
In spite of the difficulty that authors seem to face in getting their manuscripts published, the book industry generates an astonishing flow of new books each year. Across all categories (fiction and nonfiction) and all formats (hardcover, trade paper, and mass-market paper), over 100,000 titles were published in the year 2000 alone. In adult fiction, the number of new books published (called "title output" within the industry) has increased dramatically over the past decade. The industry's trade publication, Bowker Annual, reports that title output for hardcover fiction more than doubled from 1,962 in 1990 to 4,250 in 2000. In contrast, the rate of increase was much more gradual prior to 1990. In fact, Bowker reports that the number of fiction titles in 1890 was over 1100, so title output had less than doubled in the 100 years prior to 1990 (Bogart 2001 ).
The dramatic increases in title output in the 1990's were roughly concomitant with an increase in the concentration of sales among bestsellers. From the mid-1980's to the mid-1990's, the share of total book sales represented by the top 30 sellers nearly doubled (Epstein 2001 ). In 1994, over Clancy, Danielle Steel, Michael Crichton, and Stephen King (Greco 1997). 8 Publishers and authors employ a number of marketing strategies in their attempts to achieve the kind of success enjoyed by these top-selling authors. Publishers' marketing budgets may range between ten and twenty-five percent of net sales (Cole 1999) , and authors are expected to appear publicly in promotion tours. Book reviews are highly sought after, but they are in limited demand: thousands of books are published each year in the United States, but the New York Times reviews only one per day. Publishers also may pay retail stores for shelf space or inclusion in promotional materials. Book marketers concentrate their efforts on creating a successful launch; retail stores may remove low-selling new releases from their shelves after as little as one week (Greco 1997) .
In spite of all the resources spent on marketing, one of the best kinds of publicity-appearing on a bestseller list-cannot be bought. 
Data
The main dataset to be analyzed consists of weekly national sales for over 1,200 hardcover fiction titles that were released in 2001 or 2002. The sales data were provided by Bookscan, a market research firm that tracks book sales using scanner data from an almost-comprehensive panel of retail booksellers. 11 Additional information about the individual titles (such as the publication date, 8 Rosen (1981) provides a classic explanation for the presence of such "superstars." A critical piece of the argument is that the convexity of returns results from the imperfect substitutability of the products offered-i.e., reading several unremarkable books may not be a good substitute for reading a single great one.
9 Occasionally an author has tested this proposition by purchasing numerous copies of his own book, in hopes of pushing it onto a bestseller list. None of these attempts has ever been truly successful, and typically has resulted in considerable embarrassment for the perpetrator once the scheme is uncovered.
10 Most major U.S. newspapers publish their own "local" list (sometimes in addition to the New York Times list), and a number of national lists compete with the New York Times list for attention (e.g., Publishers Weekly, Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and BookSense).
11 Bookscan collects data through cooperative arrangements with virtually all the major bookstore chains, most major discount stores (like Costco), and most of the major online retailers (like Amazon.com). They claim to track at subject, and author information) was obtained from a variety of sources, including Amazon.com and a volunteer website called Overbooked.org. Table 1 reports summary information for the books in the data, broken into three subsamples.
The overall sample represents a relatively large fraction of the universe of hardcover fiction titles released in this time period, though it is likely to be somewhat skewed toward popular books.
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Books that never sold more than 50 copies in a single week (nationwide) were dropped from the sample, since their weekly sales numbers appeared to be mostly noise. Also, some books are excluded from the empirical analyses if their release dates were difficult to determine. 13 In such cases, the number of books is reduced to 791. Finally, for most analyses, only the first 26 weeks of sales are included in the sample for any given book. As will be shown in the next section, for nearly all books the vast majority of sales occur in the first 4-6 months, and subsequent sales are relatively uninformative.
Data on bestseller-list status comes directly from the New York Times. The analysis focuses on the New York Times list because it is a nationally published list (and the sales data are national), and because it is almost universally regarded as the most influential list in the industry. A majority of retail booksellers (including online bookstores) have special sections devoted to New
York Times bestsellers and offer price discounts on these titles, and authors are commonly offered bonuses for every week their book appears on the New York Times list.
To construct its list, the New York Times surveys nearly 4,000 bookstores each week, in addition to a number of book wholesalers who serve additional types of booksellers (like supermarkets, newsstands, etc.) The reported sales figures from these respondents are then extrapolated to a nationally representative set of sales rankings using statistical weights. Because the New York Times list is constructed using sampling methods, it often makes "mistakes"-i.e., books that should have made the list in a given week (because their sales exceeded the sales of the book listed at rank 15) are sometimes omitted, and the ordering of listed books sometimes doesn't reflect the "true" least 80 percent of total sales. 12 In constructing the set of candidate books to track, we had to first locate a book (and its ISBN number) in order to consider it. Obscure, slow-selling books are (by definition) harder to locate.
13 Three sources of information were used in determining the exact week of release. For most titles, Amazon.com lists the exact day of release. If not, Bookscan reports the month of release, and "eyeballing" the data usually reveals an obvious release date. If for any reason the release date was not obvious-e.g., the Amazon.com and Bookscan release dates didn't match, and/or the release date wasn't obvious from looking at the sales data-the title was excluded from the sample whenever the results might be sensitive to the accuracy of the release date. ranking of sales (as indicated by the Bookscan data). Also, assembling the list takes time, so the printed bestseller list reflects rankings from three weeks prior. Both of these features of the New York Times list-the mistakes and the time lags-are critical in the empirical analysis of its impact on sales.
Empirical Analysis and Results
"Skewness" in book sales
The most striking pattern in book sales is that sales are remarkably "skewed" in two important ways. First, the distribution of sales across books is heavily skewed. Second, book sales tend to be skewed with respect to time for any given title: that is, sales tend to be heavily concentrated in the first few weeks after a book's release. Of the 1,217 books in the sample for which 26 or more weeks are observed, 898 (73.8 percent) hit their sales peak sometime in the first four weeks. The median "peak week" is week 2. Somewhat surprisingly, this pattern also seems to hold for debut authors, for which one might expect gradual diffusion of information and therefore an S-shaped sales path. For new authors, 112 of 182 books (61.5 percent) peak in the first 4 weeks, and the median peak week is 4.
This second form of skewness is important to keep in mind when interpreting the models and results in the following sections. The steady decay of a book's sales over time is the dominant pattern, and any other changes in a book's sales tend to be second-order relative to this trend.
Essentially, the sales paths typically resemble exponential decay patterns. Eyeballing the time path 14 Books for which the release date was questionable are not excluded here, since getting the release date right isn't critical for this exercise.
of sales for all the books in the sample, one almost never observes a book's sales "take off" after it hits the bestseller list; if anything, making the list appears to temporarily slow the pace of decline.
Do bestseller lists directly affect sales?
Theory clearly suggests that bestseller lists may do more than simply reflect consumer behavior: the lists may directly influence consumer behavior, so that a book's appearance on the bestseller list has an independent effect on its sales. However, measuring such an effect is obviously a difficult empirical problem: the set of books that receive the "treatment" of being listed as bestsellers is clearly not random, and a naive empirical approach would likely confuse the direction of causality.
There is obviously a correlation between the level of sales and bestseller status (by the very definition of a bestseller list), but we cannot infer from this correlation that being listed as a bestseller causes higher sales. (Being one of the tallest people in a group does not cause you to be any taller.)
However, given the available data and the subtleties in the construction of the New York Times list, there are at least two ways we can attempt to identify the list's direct influence. First, we can exploit the so-called "mistakes" that are sometimes made in the list. As mentioned previously, the process used to generate the New York Times list is inexact. Although the list is by and large quite accurate when compared with the "true" sales numbers available from Bookscan, it is not uncommon for a bestselling book to be missed-i.e., a book may not appear on the list even though its sales exceeded the sales of listed books. In principle, these mistakes provide a means of identifying the effect of appearing on the list, by serving as an appropriate control group.
Comparing listed books to unlisted books is a bad experiment, since whether a book is listed is a nearly deterministic function of the dependent variable; but comparing listed books to books that should have been listed is, in principle, a valid experiment-as long as the "mistakes" are random focus on two sets of books: those that were listed at rank 13, 14, or 15 when they first appeared on the New York Times list (Ò ), and those that should have appeared at 13, 14, or 15 the first time they were mistakenly omitted (Ò ). Table 2 summarizes some observable characteristics of the books in the two groups. If the omissions were not random, but rather an attempt by the New York
Times at "editorializing" the list, we might expect to see a different subject composition among the omitted books. The distribution of subjects and list prices appears to be mostly similar between the two groups, lending some confidence that the omissions are indeed random mistakes. The only notable differences are that the genre "Literature & Fiction" is more likely (and "Romance" or "Mystery & Thrillers" less likely) among books making the list than among omitted books, but these differences are not statistically significant. Taken at face value, the difference implies that in the first week, being listed leads to 19 percent more sales than would have otherwise occurred. However, the difference is statistically imprecise:
for significance levels less than .08, we would fail to reject the null hypothesis that the list has no effect using a one-tailed test. The comparison reported in table 3 does not control for any covariates, but doing so has very little effect on the estimate. Using simple linear regressions to control for seasonal effects and time-since-release effects yields estimates of the same approximate magnitude.
Given the availability of panel data on book sales, a second strategy for identifying the effect of bestseller lists is to use all the available data (not just "mistake" books) to measure the week-byweek changes in sales associated with changes in bestseller status. Observing sales over several weeks for each book makes it possible to control for book fixed effects, thus absorbing the obviously endogenous differences in sales levels for bestseller vs. non-bestseller titles. Moreover, the time lag involved in the New York Times list means that we have at least three "pre-treatment" observations on each bestseller before it hits the list. (Due to the time lag, the soonest a book can appear on the list is at the beginning of its fourth week on bookstore shelves.) In principle, therefore, the data can be used to estimate a model that controls for book-specific differences in the level of sales and book-specific differences in sales trends observed prior to appearance on the bestseller list.
An empirical model of book sales over time must accommodate the dominant decay trend in sales over time (as described in section 4.1) and allow for appearances on the bestseller list to directly affect sales. One simple alternative is to model book sales as an autoregressive process in which the autoregression parameter is a function of covariates:
with Ø a set of covariates for book in week Ø (including bestseller status) and¯ Ø a demand shock that is independent (but not necessarily identically distributed) across and Ø. This specification focuses the estimation on changes in sales for a given book rather than differences in the level of sales across books. It also allows for book-specific differences in the rate of decay in sales, via book-specific constants in Ø . Table 4 reports estimates of this model for four separate specifications, using weeks 2-26 for each book in the sample. All four specifications include a full set of week dummies to control for seasonal variation in book sales (there is a large increase in sales in mid-to late-December, for example), and the specifications in columns III and IV include a full set of book dummies in Ø . Columns I and III report the estimated coefficient on an indicator that equals one for every week in which the book appeared on the New York Times bestseller list. 16 The point estimates are statistically significant at the 5 percent level, and imply that sales decline about 4 percentage points more slowly when a book is listed as a bestseller. Since many of the potential mechanisms by which list status may affect sales involve changes in consumers' information, columns II and IV report specifications in which the effect of appearing on the list is separated between the first week of appearance and later weeks. Not surprisingly, the effect appears to be concentrated in week one, when the information is new to bookbuyers. The point estimates suggest a 7-8 percentage-point change in the week the book first appears (statistically significant at the 5 percent level), and any effect in subsequent weeks (combined) is statistically indistinguishable from zero.
Taken at face value, the estimated coefficients on the bestseller list variables imply a modest effect of list status on sales, even though the specified autoregressive model allows the effect to persist. For example, comparing a book that appeared only once on the bestseller list (in its fourth week from release) to a book that started with the same initial sales but never appeared on the list, and assuming a constant equal to 0.7, the 7 percentage-point increase in week 4 translates to an 11.4 percent difference in expected sales over the first 52 weeks.
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Although the specifications reported in table 4 should adequately control for unobserved heterogeneity related to books' varying levels of sales, it is nevertheless useful to construct a reality check for the key estimated coefficients. For example, instead of regressing sales on an interaction of lagged sales and an indicator for "first week on the list," we can interact lagged sales with an indicator for "first week almost on the list," defined as any unlisted book with sales greater than 90 percent of the 15 Ø -ranked bestseller. If the coefficients reported in table 4 are merely an artifact of latent heterogeneity in sales dynamics that is correlated with differences in the level of sales, then the coefficient on this variable would be positive and significant. In fact, running this regression yields a coefficient estimate of 0.028 with a standard error of .018, lending some additional credibility to the estimated effect of being listed.
Two additional "announcement" variables are included in the regressions as controls. The "Oprah" indicator is equal to one if the book was announced as a selection for Oprah Winfrey's book club in that week. The "GMA" indicator is equal to one if the book was announced as the pick for the Good Morning America show's book club. The estimated impact of these announcements dwarfs any effect of the bestseller list. One book in the sample that was a Good Morning America pick, "The Dive From Clausen's Pier" by Ann Packer, saw its sales increase more than tenfold after the announcement. The impact of these announcements could derive from various sources:
the announcements could simply alert a relatively large number of consumers to the existence of the book; they could serve as a quality signal; or they could act as a coordination mechanism by which a large number of consumers agrees to read the same book. (The latter mechanism is the apparent objective of these television book clubs.)
Do bestseller lists affect product variety?
The However, it is also possible that the consumer would have otherwise bought no book at allin that case, sales are more concentrated on bestsellers, but this comes at no expense to nonbestselling titles, and the number of books published is unaffected. Moreover, it is also possible that bestseller lists increase demand for all books, for example by simply bringing more consumers into the bookstore. Bestsellers and non-bestsellers could, in principle, be complementary goods if consumers buy multiple books when they visit the bookstore.
The data available are clearly insufficient to provide a direct answer to this question. The ideal experiment might be one in which a large set of consumers makes purchases in the presence of a bestseller list, and another set of consumers makes purchases without having any exposure to the bestseller list (either through the media or at the retail outlet itself). The ubiquity of the New York Times list makes it virtually impossible to find any group of book purchasers that resembles such a control group.
What the available data can potentially reveal is indirect evidence of substitution between bestsellers and non-bestsellers. Even this is difficult, however, since the data contain no price variation that would enable estimation of cross-price elasticities. The only useable variation is time variation in the subject composition of the bestseller list. If substitution between non-bestsellers and bestsellers is important, then-presuming that books in the same genre are closer substitutes than books in different genres-sales of non-bestselling books should decline when the bestseller list is comprised of books in similar genres. For example, sales of a non-bestselling detective novel would decrease in a week when three detective novels simultaneously hit the bestseller list.
In order to capture these kinds of substitution patterns, a variable summarizing each book's similarity to the current set of bestsellers was constructed by comparing the book's genre ( 18 Book A's "average subject similarity" to the current bestseller list is then computed as
where Ö indexes the current bestsellers by rank. Table 5 shows the relative frequencies of the genres in the sample for all books and for bestsellers only. As is clear from the table, mysteries and thrillers are the most common bestsellers, and romance novels are represented more heavily among bestsellers than among books overall. Importantly, there is substantial variation in the composition of the bestseller list over time. Figure 4 shows a series of star graphs to illustrate variation in list composition for a sample 36-week period. To the extent that there is meaningful substitution between non-bestsellers and bestsellers, we should observe that sales respond to changes in the average similarity variable induced by variation in the list composition. Table 6 reports estimates of a model analogous to the autoregressive model of the previous section, but with similarity measures included in the Ø . Because the purpose is to evaluate the potential response of non-bestsellers to changes in their similarity with bestsellers, only books that never made the bestseller list are used in the estimation. The coefficients on the similarity measures are small and always indistinguishable from zero, and their signs are sensitive to changes in the specification. In columns II and IV the books in the sample are broken into three groups based on their total sales, in order to test whether popular non-bestsellers are better substitutes for bestsellers.
Again, nothing can be inferred from the estimates due to their statistical imprecision. Evidently, if the question of substitution between non-bestsellers and bestsellers is to be answered, it will require either better data or an alternative empirical strategy (or both).
Based on the evidence in the data analyzed here, it seems clear that appearing on the New York Times has a direct influence on a book's sales. However, we can say little empirically about the reason(s) for the increase. Is bestseller status a quality signal? Do social effects lead consumers to prefer popular books? Or does the bump in sales merely reflect the extra promotional push that retailers give bestsellers? Only the last explanation is at odds with the reported results: in particular, the estimates suggest that the impact of appearing on the list is transitory, with the bulk of the effect realized in the first week; however, retailers' promotions persist for the duration of a book's term on the list, and typically extend for a few weeks after it drops off the list.
Although this research was motivated primarily by the interesting counterfactual question, "would more books be published if it weren't for bestseller lists?", the data offer no conclusive answers. If indeed there is meaningful substitution between bestselling and non-bestselling titles, the empirical tests reported in this paper were not powerful enough to detect it. Exploring alternative strategies for shedding light on this question is left for future research. Horror   week==53  week==54  week==55  week==56  week==57  week==58   week==59  week==60  week==61  week==62  week==63  week==64   week==65  week==66  week==67  week==68  week==69  week==70   week==71  week==72  week==73  week==74  week==75  week==76   week==77  week==78  week==79  week==80  week==81  week==82 week==83 week==84 week==85 week==86 week==87 week==88 £ Only books that were ranked 13-15 when they first appeared on the bestseller list are included in the bestsellers group. Numbers are based on books' genres as listed on Amazon.com. Percentages add to more than 100 because books typically list more than one genre. Prices are publishers' list prices, from Bookscan. Based on books' genres as listed on Amazon.com. Percentages add to more than 100 because books typically list more than one genre. Robust standard errors in parentheses. All explanatory variables are interacted with lagged sales, as explained in the text. Avg. Similarity measures how similar a book is to the current set of bestsellers, based on the books' listed genres. Only books that never made the bestseller list are included in the estimation. The number of observations does not equal the number of books times 25 because some weeks are missing.
